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Dinoblock Alphablock

Teaches the numbers from one to one hundred by showing how a certain number of objects can become something else, from one acorn
growing into an oak tree to one hundred puzzle pieces becoming one large puzzle.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
Introduces more than twenty different kinds of dinosaurs via die-cuts of their unique silhouettes while comparing them to familiar things.
Simplified Chinese edition of Don't Let the Pigeon Stay Up Late! by Sesame Street veteran animator and Emmy Award-winner Mo Willems,
author of Knuffle Bunny ( 2005 Caldecott Honor Award). In Simplified Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
"Explores city life, from up in a high-rise building to down in the subway. Divided into three sections--things that go, things to see, and things
to eat--it features 24 different aspects of city living. Die-cut icons hint at the larger context on the next spread. Each section opens with a full
city scene but gradually focuses in on the small, unique neighborhoods that make the city large and grand" -Learn all about space in this out-of-this-world addition to the bestselling Block Book series! 3 . . . 2 . . . 1 . . . Blast off! In this follow-up to
Alphablock, Countablock, Dinoblock, Cityblock, Buildablock, Farmblock, Loveblock, and Sharkblock, readers will experience the historic
moon landing, learn about what modern astronauts do in space, read about the recent landing of Mars rover Perseverance, and more. In
keeping with the rest of the series, Spaceblock features the charming art of British design team Peski Studio, die-cut pages, and ten
impressive gatefolds, including one that unfolds to 30 inches wide to showcase all the planets in our solar system!
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DinoblockHarry N. Abrams
"Features thick pages cut into the shape of each letter, creating a sort of peek-through guessing game around the letter form itself. As
children interact with the pages, they will familiarize themselves not only with the 26 letters and associated words, but also with each letter's
physicality--angles, holes, and curves, both front and back"-Explore life on a farm in this addition to the bestselling Block Book series! It's time to plant some crops, harvest the veggies, and make jam to
take to the farmer's market! In this follow-up to Alphablock, Countablock, Dinoblock, Cityblock, Buildablock, and Marvel Alphablock, readers
are introduced to what life is like on the farm. Like the previous titles, Farmblock explores a concept--in this case, seasons. From a rooster
crowing at the crack of dawn to picking pumpkins for Halloween, there is so much to do all year-round! In keeping with the rest of the series,
Farmblock features die-cut pages, gatefolds, and the charming art of British design team Peskimo.
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